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The Carter family has been a staple of the entertainment industry since the 90s with big brother Nick
defining a new type of boy band with the Backstreet Boys and their late sister Leslie coming on the
scene with the infectious pop song “Like Wow” in 2001. Then there’s Aaron, whose resume reads
everything from pop star to Broadway performer to celebrity chef. Last month Aaron brought a little bit
of everything (ok, maybe not the chef part) to Showcase Live just outside Gillette Stadium.

It had been about ten years since Aaron’s last full length album and the entire audience was a bit
unsure of what they were about to see. “I was shocked to hear that he was playing,” said Heather
Bulter. “We used to listen to him when we were younger,” Sam Butler jumped in with, “I’m hoping he
plays his old stuff”.

Luckily we had a chance to sit down with Aaron and ask him before the show what his plan for the
concert was. “Well obviously I’m going to perform, I’m going to dance,” explained the Dancing with the
Stars and Broadway musical performer, “I’m going to be focusing more on my vocal ability though. So
singing… like a bird.”

However, Aaron was twelve when “I Want Candy” was released. One would think a few things have
changed since puberty, especially his voice. “I’m blessed. And yeah, I have a nice range. You know it’s
funny, I was just mentioning to someone the other day that all singers, they freak out over like your
range and high notes and stuff but the audience doesn’t really… care,” said Aaron, “I perform ‘I Want
Candy’ still and I never had to change the key.”

The night wasn’t about the pre-teen Aaron though. It was about the 24 year-old one that is only a year
out of rehab but already has landed himself on the long-standing Broadway show The Fantasticks.  “I’m
doing eight shows a week,” said Aaron, his hair a bit disheveled, “and its challenging me and helping
me evolve into a better singer and a better performer.”

For someone who has headlined tours across the US, the small stage in New York is a bit different. “I
have to have a lot of patience, you know, because they’re not going to scream and sometimes they
don’t even clap,” shrugged Aaron, “But it’s great. Broadway is amazing. It’s a different animal. It’s very
viscous.”

He certainly didn’t have to worry about the audience not clapping on that Thursday night though. The
venue did an excellent job of pumping up the audience by cranking out 90s hit after 90s hit with
Christina Aguilera, N’Sync, Hanson and so many more, creating a massive sing-a-long and dance
party. By the time Aaron hit the stage, the place exploded with screams.

“It’s a combination of pop and hip-hop. It’s a cross-breed of the two. It’s very original and different. I
have dance music too,” Aaron said as he explained his new sound and as he performed a steady
stream of his new music, it appears he was right. The audience that had been clamoring for his old hits
was too busy dancing to his new ones that when he snuck in “I’m All About You” the place was
deafening. “The show tonight is just for everyone to get acclimated with my new sound; kind of just
testing out the waters a little bit with it,” Aaron had explained, “just seeing the fans”.

He had the audience completely enthralled and when he finally did perform “I Want Candy”, there may
not have been a group of happier people in the world at that moment. But then Aaron committed a
massive blunder that some fans may have a problem coming back from. He left. After only 40 minutes
of performing, he jumped off-stage and the house lights came on. In an industry where the standard is
an hour and a half, concert attendance numbers are reaching an all-time low, and performers are
constantly breaking the barrier, despite a great, energy-filled performance Aaron may have put himself
out of the running when Bostonians are deciding where to spend those few dollars. A shame
considering his new music really is fun and the kid is a world-class performer.

Interview By: Teresa Reilly & Katy LeBlanc
Article and Photos By: Teresa Reilly
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Aerosmith proved they are still “The Bad Boys from Boston”
and can rock their hometown after 40 years, playing two
sold-out nights at the TD Garden. The span of ages in the
crowd showed that fans new and old know that the legendary
band’s music is timeless in the rock ‘n roll world.

The show kicked off with the upbeat and edgy “Love in an
Elevator” and “Livin’ on the Edge” as Steven Tyler’s
unmistakable voice rocked the excited crowd. Fans sang
along to the popular hits “Cryin’” and “Jaded”, as many mother
and daughter pairs got up on their feet to rock out together.

Each band member got to shine for a solo, showing off the
undeniable talent of members Joe Perry, Tom Hamilton, Joey
Kramer, and Brad Whitford. The show kicked back up for “Rag
Doll” that brought a sassy vibe to the stage. The moment of
the night came during “What it Takes” when Steven Tyler sang
the opening verse to the hit acapella-- the crowd joined in
singing as loud as they could, giving everyone chills as the
heart-wrenching meaning of the song was felt by the arena full
of fans.

As the night went on, the string of hits kept coming with
“Sweet Emotion” and the classic “Walk This Way.” The energy
of the band and audience was enough to shake the Garden to
its core, and proved that Boston has an appreciation for true
rock ‘n roll.  The encore brought out the fierce “Dream On”
and rocking “Train Kept a Rollin’”, leaving fans wanting their
Boston boys to come back home for a visit more often.

By Haleigh Stanway
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Tyson Ritter never lets me down. Ever since he and the
All American Rejects hit the scene in ’02 with “Swing
Swing”, my fandom has only grown and been captivated
each and every time I’ve seen them hit the stage. Last
week at Hampton Beach was no exception.

Ritter is a performer to his core and when he collapses on
the stage, falling to his knees in passionate singing, the
entire audience loses it and he loses himself to them. His
voice becomes the drug to the party that ensues on the
dance floor as “Gives You Hell’ pounds through the walls.

Then, as if he wasn’t close enough, Ritter took himself
and microphone out into the middle of the audience,
falling over his fanbase and eventually clearing a little
room to have a dance party with a pretty blonde he
happened upon. To his fan’s credit, they didn’t swarm,
they just continued to sway to the music and clap along
with immense grins.

As each hit song started to play, the audience let out
almost a relieved sigh that, “yes! What if they hadn’t
played this one?” This is a genuine concern from a band
that has over 15 singles under their belt which includes
“Move Along”, “It Ends Tonight” and “Dirty Little Secret”.
 Plus, their new one “Kids in the Street” and “Beekeeper’s
Daughter” are exactly what you hoped they would be,
maybe a tad bit toned down but a bit more rock ‘n roll.

Lucky for all of you, the band hits the House of Blues this
Saturday night! Catch the All American Rejects and
Tyson Ritter put on a show you’ll want to see a dozen
times again.

Article By: Teresa Reilly
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The floor to the Royale in Boston shook as the All American Rejects
teased their fan base with just a few cords of their 2003 hit single
“Swing Swing”. “Do you want to hear this one!?” lead singer Tyson
Ritter screamed as he glanced out across the audience, witnessing
the passionate response, “then let me hear it!”

The screams echoed off the back wall and Ritter paced the stage as
the teasing continued and the band played those first few chords
again and again, progressively adding on a few notes each time. By
the time they finally launched into it the full song, the crowd was on
their toes with excitement and geared up to scream out absolutely
every single lyric.
With a culmination of over 9 years, the Rejects know what works and
their experience shown through as they put on a loud, interactive
show last week. They staggered their old and new material throughout
the set and mixed in only a few slower numbers, situated right in the
middle to give their audience a break.

It didn’t hurt that their new stuff is just as catchy and fun as their old
either. Kids in the Street released only a few weeks ago includes their
new, perhaps a bit slower, “Beakeeper’s Daughter” that showcases
the band’s lyrical depth that continues to evolve with each album.

Having a career that spans almost a decade and now four studio
albums, speaks to the wide variety of people that showed up. While
most were in their mid-twenties, there were plenty of moms nursing a
drink up against the bar, keeping an eye out their daughter and
friends. Then there were pockets of 30 year-old guys that bobbed right
along with the young kids. And of course my favorites were the dads
who after a nice fully-loaded drink were throwing every dance move
they knew out there and embarrassing the crap out of their poor
children.

Having seen AAR a few times now, I must say that they get better
every time. They are perfecting the art of performing and are on pretty
solid ground. While a part of me missed the sparkly pink pants I
witnessed Tyson wearing only a few years ago, the adult in me was so
pleased with the tucked-in collared shirt and pair of average skinny
jeans. Now at 28, he hasn’t lost any of his looks and appears more
together and in control on-stage than I’ve ever seen him.

Article and Photos By: Teresa Reilly
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For an hour and a half, it was impossible to stop
moving. Legs shaking, hands clapping, head banging
with hair in your eyes as Andrew WK lived his words
and partied hard.

The Paradise sold out as young men with black
boots, studded belts and white t-shirts with a bit of
red under the chin, packed in to see the 10 year
anniversary show of Andrew’s first album I Get Wet.
As soon as the man himself jumped onstage, the
place became absolutely full of energy. The moshpit
kicked up and crowd surfers became a steady
stream, dumping into the arms of an awaiting security
guard who shoved them on their way only to find
them flying back over the crowd a few minutes later.

With a catalog of songs with names like “Party ‘Til
You Puke”, “Fun Night” and “It’s Time to Party”
among many others, Andrew WK played his
up-tempo tunes and brought exactly the type of
entertainment everyone was there to see. His stage
boasted a massive drum kit, a series of guitarists, his
gorgeous wife Cherie Lily (who utterly rocked fishnets
and a leotard) and of course a keyboard so Andrew
could showcase his masterful classical piano skills.
Throughout the night he welcomed ballsy fans who
jumped over a barricade, ran past security and gave
Andrew a big old hug. Soon enough the party that
was taking place on the floor meshed with the one on
the stage to the point where band members were lost
in a sea of fans.

The audience continued to belt every word through
favorites like “She is Beautiful” and “Party Hard” to
the bitter end when Andrew completed the circle by
flinging himself off the stage and into the outstretched
arms of his loyal fan base. As he waved farewell, he
had his own smile glued across his face, looking like
he plans on another 10 years.

Article and Photos By: Teresa Reilly
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The connection was

Fans of the “Fab Four” both young and old were transported back into the
1960’s for a night of classic Beatles music. “Rain: A Tribute to the Beatles”
brought their nationwide tour to the Lowell Memorial Auditorium for a night
where music fans could come together, twist and shout and let it be.

The show opened up with black and white video of the faux Fab Four invading
America and a spoof of the Ed Sullivan appearance that marked their debut in
the States. The members of Rain, dressed as Paul, John, George and Ringo
kicked off their set with the original hits “I Wanna Hold Your Hand,” “All My
Loving” and “A Hard Days Night.” The music was as true as it could be to the
original, and each band member’s resemblance to their Beatle was very much
on point.

The background of the stage was transformed into Shea Stadium, where the
Beatles played one of their most famous shows in 1965, for “I Feel Fine” and
“Day Tripper.” The audience got out of their seats to show off their best “Twist
and Shout” moves.

The McCartney impersonator showed the most likeness to Sir Paul himself,
even copying his mannerisms, which gave the show an extra touch of
excitement. The eccentric costumes and bright colors of the famous Sgt.
Pepper album took over the stage for “Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club
Band,” “Eleanor Rigby” and “Strawberry Fields.”

After a 20 minute intermission, a video about peace and love brought the
crowd into the later 1960’s as the band took the stage once again, kicking off
the second act with “Hello, Goodbye” and “I Am the Walrus.” A sit down
acoustic performance followed and was a highlight of the night, featuring five
Beatles favorites including “In My Life” and “I’ve Just Seen a Face.”

Rain transitioned into the later days of the Beatles music for “Come Together,”
“Get Back,” and “The End” singing the classic line “And in the end, the love
you take is equal to the love you make.”

The encore featured the most audience sing-alongs as friends held hands and
swayed back and forth for “Give Peace a Chance.” The beautifully haunting
“Let it Be” gave many chills and goosebumps, and “Hey Jude” had people
singing their best “na-na-na-na’s” at the top of their lungs. The timelessness,
legacy and power of the Beatles music was evident and Rain truly captured
the magic of the Fab Four.

By Haleigh Stanway
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The energy in the room at Wally’s Pub was at its peak when Beneath the
Sheets took the stage.  The anticipating crowd made up of longtime fans and
fresh faces were all instantly drawn to the band’s unique sound, captivating
stage presence and passion for performing live.

Beneath the Sheets is made up of five musical talents-- Evan Gillis, lead
vocals, Myke Valley, guitar, Albie Landry, lead guitar, Jeff Ferro, bass,  and
Austin Bryant, drummer. They have taken the local music scene by storm since
forming in 2006 while attending college at UMass Lowell.  “I started playing
with Austin and Jeff in college because we just loved partying and playing
music together, so it was as simple as that. Then I was like, ‘why don’t we just
grab my two best friends from back home that I like to party with as well’ and Al
and Myke came on board,” said Evan Gillis.

The fresh talent of Beneath the Sheets quickly became known in the Lowell,
MA music scene, and they began meeting other artists and performing at
shows with them, including Prospect Hill, Life On Hold, and ThurKills Vision.

“Prospect Hill and us started having this super bromance and they started
booking us on all their shows too,” said Evan Gillis. “We make it our mission to
bring all our friends up with us, and they would do the same. If we booked a
good show, we put all our friends on it, and if they booked an awesome show,
they put all our friends on it too. It was pretty cool.”

Beneath the Sheets kicked off their show at Wally’s Pub with crowd favorites
“My December”, “Two in the Morning” and “Brick and Mortar” from their debut
album “Go Easy, It’s My First...” Frontman Evan Gillis interacted with the crowd,
taking the time to wave and give high-fives to excited fans in the audience.
Beneath the Sheets is known for their unique sound that captures the attention
of a crowd at any show. “We describe our sound as an ice cream sandwich
with a chocolaty pop/punk exterior and a soul/R&B creamy interior, if you will,”
said Albie Landry.

The band name “Beneath the Sheets” came from a band member trip to
Walmart when an announcement was made that a young boy named Emillio
was lost somewhere in the store. They band quickly jumped in the search
efforts and ended up finding the lost boy. “He was hiding underneath a pallet
jack of blankets, pillows and sheets,” said Myke Valley. “We were walking home
after and we were just like ‘beneath the sheets, let’s just do it. For Emilio.”

The audience at Wally’s jumped with the band during “Pistols”, singing along to
the lyrics that Beneath the Sheets has made famous—“If you want to start a
revolution, like I want to start a revolution, say, ‘hey!” For their final song of the
night, Beneath the Sheets was joined by their friends from Prospect Hill for a
killer cover of Montell Jordan’s “This Is How We Do It” that was met by
relentless cheers and applause from the crowd.

With such a dedicated fan base, the band members think they have an idea of
why their followers keep coming back. “Sex appeal mostly,” Myke Valley said
as the other band members laughed.  “The most important thing to us is
definitely connecting with our fans. So a lot of times at shows we’ll make a
point to be available—we’re at the merch table, we’re hanging out,” said Evan.
 “We meet everyone personally. There are not too many fans that I can’t say I
don’t know their name.”

Beneath the Sheets also uses social networking platforms like Facebook and
Twitter to keep in touch with their fans on a regular basis, taking the time to
respond to people individually.  “We have a unique approach to it where we
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By Haleigh Stanway
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  There is no denying the piercing scream of a teenage girl as her friend gets
grabbed up on stage by a member of Nickelodeon’s hottest boy band. That
unbelievable excitement as Kendall Schmidt grabs her hand and starts
crooning the words of “Worldwide” into her ear as 20,000 people watch.
Then, just when she’s sure that “this a dream and what the hell because it’s
her dream and why is her friend getting the guy?”, he leans in and plants a
quick, small kiss on her friend’s cheek.

I even got a little giddy for them as the row of girls to my right quite literally
lost their senses as their friend had the experience of her life, all thanks to
the adorable boys from Big Time Rush. But she wasn’t the only one. A
picture-perfect five year-old girl caught the attention of Carlos Pena Jr who
swooped her up onto the stage and gracefully placed her on a stool perhaps
a bit too high for her dangling feet. Then the crowd joined in, like they did
during every song, and sang the soothing love song a tad aggressive and
with a smidgeon of resentment.

But the guys did everything they could to please the thousands that filled the
Comcast Center. They rose up on a lift, high enough to spot the last girl in
the last row. They each made multiple stops at every corner and peak of the
stage. They even risked it all by venturing out into the audience, causing
havoc, as seats and security guards were no longer worthwhile obstacles.
And most importantly, they kept their hair unflawed and miraculously
frizz-free.

They did all this while performing not only their own hits from Elevate and
BTR but also threw in a little Beatle’s “Help”. And what I thought was Blur’s
“Song 2” was actually their new single “Windows Down” that features the
classic “woohoo” that seemed to be the lyric that spilled out into the parking
lots and even made it onto a few t-shirts.

Big Time Rush continues to be a pleasant surprise. As a new fan, I’m just
catching up and their 2011 single “Boyfriend” stood out last night as a song
that almost had a bit of hip-hop in it, mixed with a sexy chorus. Of course,
even a little of research had me hooked on their song “Big Time Rush” but
others like “Music Sounds Better With U” are just feel good pop songs that
put a smile on your face. I may still have a lot to learn but with a new album
on the way and a fourth season of their tv-show due to start shooting in just a
few months, there will be no lack of BTR anytime soon.

Article and Photos By: Teresa Reilly

We ran out of room! Like us on Facebook and fill out the
form below to get access to our secret stock pile of over 50

BTR photos!
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You’ve seen them play around in bouncy castles and break-up with their
onscreen girlfriends but have you seen them jump onto a trampoline and fly
across a stage? Big Time Rush made the set their playground on Saturday
night in Boston as they swirled down fire poles and were lifted and dropped
by all kinds of moving stage parts. Not to mention the pyrotechnics display
and massive amounts of confetti that was shot out of two giant canyons on
more than one occasion.
Then of course, there was the band themselves who worked every second
they were on that stage, sweating profusely by the second song. Granted
they had a few wardrobe changes but I’m not complaining seeing how the
last one had them all dressed in Boston gear with Kendall even rockin’ a
“Schmidt” Red Sox jersey.  If the crowd wasn’t amped before, this caused
them to go over the edge.
Knowing what the audience wants, the band did an excellent job of rotating
around and across the stage so that everyone got a close glimpse. Then they
pushed the envelope a bit farther by actually trekking into the crowd. That’s
right, they broke through the barriers and made it about twenty rows back
before becoming engulfed in fans. Being the professionals they are though,
they sang straight through it, handing out hugs only in between notes.
The band’s enthusiasm mixed with a few very upbeat tunes, had the house
jumping from the first row to the back throughout the set and even those little
brothers who were dragged along put away their game systems and danced
hand-in-hand with their moms.
Now, typically when a boy band gets to that part of the show where they
introduce themselves, the audience has already picked a clear favorite. As I
watched them dance and sing across the stage, I tried to figure out who was
Big Time Rush’s stand-out guy?
Was it Carlos? The zany one who couldn’t stop making fun faces and had
every dance move nailed. Or was it Kendall? The one who’s piercing glance
literally had me stopped in my tracks. Or how about Logan? He has the
dimples to kill and I was in awe at how high he managed to get on those
trampoline jumps. Then there was James, whose hair makes him the cutest
package and I honestly feared for his life as he swung from landing to landing
on the set.
But as they went through and stated their name, the shrieks from the crowd
were all deafening equal. Somehow Big Time Rush is a boy band with no fan
favorite. Perhaps that’s thanks to the TV show they have on Nickelodeon that
gives each member a likeable personality and heartwarming story. Or
perhaps it’s because they are genuinely talented young guys who perform
with their whole hearts to an audience who eats up every minute.
Regardless of the reasons, BTR is here to stay, for awhile anyway as they
finish up their Better With U Tour next week and start preparing for their Big
Time Summer Tour coming to a city near you in May.
Article and Photos By: Teresa Reilly
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Bret Michaels and his band came to New Hampshire and played at
the Hampton Beach Casino Ballroom this past September. Now,
honestly, I pretty much only know of him from his reality TV show
"Rock of Love", from which I think I actually found out he was a
musician and a member of the band Poison. The only song of his
that I was familiar with is "Every Rose Has its Thorn", made famous
to my generation from his taped performances on his reality show,
and I wanted to experience it live but also have him prove he had
more material. I was intrigued by the opportunity to actually see him
perform since this was his professional trade before she signed with
VH1 to screw a bunch of living blow-up dolls for his reality dating
show.

When I arrived at the venue, my buddy and I were probably the
youngest people there – surrounded by people who looked to be
around the same age as our parents and wearing Poison T-shirts. It
was also hilarious to see how many people were sporting the
bandanna look. There were two opening bands and I really liked the
first one that played. They had a smart marketing idea to throw free
CDs to the crowd which I wish I could have snagged. The second
opening band had a lead female vocalist. Typically I do not like
females as lead vocals in rock bands, but she wasn’t bad. She also
seduced the majority of the crowd by strutting around the stage is
some pretty tight booty shorts.

Bret Michaels and his band began their set with very high energy
levels and they were really amped to “rock out” with the crowd. Bret
was bounding and jumping around the stage like he was 25 again
and you could tell he absolutely loved every minute of it. He and his
band played a bundle of their songs that I did not know of, but
enjoyed anyway. They then played an old Poison song, taking it back
in the day for all their Poison fans that were there. Towards the end
of the show, Bret announced that he was going to do a cover of one
of Sublime’s songs. Now, I love Sublime, so I was very nervous
about this. He started off not ruining it for me but then after the first
chorus things took a fast nosedive to what is now a repressed
memory - hence why I think the song he covered was “Wrong Way”
but I am not totally sure because I don’t want to think about those
few moments ever again. But then Bret sang "Every Rose Has its
Thorn" and I was happy again, with my newly refilled beer, getting
the see all that I really wanted to see in the first place.

By: Michelle Roncevic
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A single note, a bit of a jig or even just a wink sent shrills through the Wang
Theater on a perfect September night as the adorable Irish lads from Celtic
Thunder sang their way through classic folk songs, musical theater numbers
and an array of new tunes.

“We’re going over all of the best songs from Celtic Thunder over the last five
years and we’re putting them into the show,” said Emmet Cahill, who took a
moment in the in the midst of this 62 stop tour to answer a few questions, “so
the songs in this year’s tour are songs that people haven’t heard for the past
three or four years. And we’re combing the greatest hits with Voyage and we’re
making changes to the set every night so when people come along, you really
don’t know what you’re going to get and every show is different every night.”

So from some of my favorites like “Galway Girl” and “Friends In Low Places” to
some of my mom’s like “Dulaman” and “Whiskey in the Jar”, Celtic Thunder
covered the span of their career in Boston that night and spiced it up with
everyone’s favorite “Seven Drunken Nights”.
“We all kind of get to have a bit of a laugh on stage,” said Cahill about the old
Irish number where the guys do a bit of drunken acting and give each other a
few light slaps, “the fans really enjoy that, having us be relaxed and be
ourselves.”

Having only been a member for 2 years now, Emmet is still amazed by the
energy and size of the crowds Celtic Thunder brings in. “It’s great to get up
there and see the reaction from the crowd and people having a good time,” he
said, “the biggest thing is seeing the show go from strength to strength and
we’re playing our biggest tour this year. Every night we go onstage and I’m
really enjoying the experience.”

With the tour only just beginning, the guys seemed to already have their moves
down, thanks mostly to their extensive practice regime beforehand.  “Once we
get on the road it’s just a matter of keeping it fresh every night, keeping it
energetic. By the first week of the show we know it pretty well,” Emmet said
confidently, “we like to think so anyway.”

In an effort to keep it continually fresh, Celtic Thunder is currently planning a
tour for the spring which will feature entirely new music. “Loads of songs we’d
like to cover but I’m big into music theatre so I’d like to get a few more music
theatre songs into the show,” said Emmet about what he’d like to contribute in
the months ahead, “I’ve only done one at the moment. It’s called ‘This Is the
Moment’ from the musical Jekyll and Hyde.”

So if you’re schedule doesn’t allow for you to catch them in their extensive fall
tour, perhaps you’ll be lucky enough to do so in the spring but be ready for
some new spins on your favorite Irish classics. “The majority of our songs are
Irish songs but yeah, we know the songs from growing up as kids and we know
them very well before we even sing them with Celtic Thunder,” explained
Emmet, “it’s just a matter of putting our own style on the song and making it
unique for the audience.”

To see if Celtic Thunder is coming to your town, check-out their website at:
www.celticthunder.ie.

By: Teresa Reilly

a good number. We all kind of get have a bit of a laugh on stage.
The fans really enjoy that, having us be relaxed and be ourselves.
That would probably be one of my favorite ones.

Anonymous: What are you listening to right now?
I listen to a lot of country music and folk. Today actually I bought
an album from one of my favorite bands actually called Mumford
and Sons. They’re an English folk rock band. And I’m listening to
them at the moment.

@jnlfoot: Any solo CD plans?
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What could be better than Justin Bieber? How about
Bieber with an Aussie accent? When I found that the
next thing in pop music was coming to town and
happened to be from Queensland, Australia I made sure
I was there to see what it was all about.

Fifteen year-old Cody Simpson sold out the Paradise last
week which brought over 700 teenage girls, their
shattering screams and their enduring parents to see
what the young man had to offer. The lights went down
and the shrill penetrated through the packed walls.

Dressed in a black suit, Cody took the stage and
showcased his on-par voice as well as his swanky dance
moves. With a lot of well-rehearsed choreography, Cody
glided and slid across the stage while crooning loves
songs about his “Angel”.  The audience ate it up and
threw their hearts in the air (literally, the crowd made
hearts with their hands that filled the view) as Cody
flipped back that long blonde hair.

 A simple look or smile caused girls to exclaim with glee
and their parents to watch, giggle and shake their heads.
While he struggled a bit with conversation between
songs, he made up for it by grabbing a fan from the
crowd and singing to her intimately, slowly moving in and
gazing into her eyes.

To my chagrin however, Cody has lost his accent
somewhere along the way. Having moved to LA only
over a year ago, I expected the young pop star to sport
that charming accent, which could only add to his appeal.
On my way out of the venue though I overheard a young
girl ask her mom, “what language is he again?” Her mom
laughed and explained he was from Australia to which
the daughter explained, “of course, I heard him talk that
way a few times.”

Cody has a future here in the States and live
performances seem to be his ticket. With suave dance
moves and that sly smile, his fan base grows with each
new tour stop.

Article and Photos By: Teresa Reilly
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Daughtry brought their “Break the Spell Tour” to the Lowell
Memorial Auditorium, ready to show the sold-out crowd the true
meaning of rock for a night. Opening the show with new
powerhouse songs “Renegade” and “Break the Spell”, the energy
of the band and the excitement of the crowd set the stage for the
rest of the evening.

Daughtry, made up of Chris Daughtry, Josh Paul, Josh Steely,
Brian Craddock, and Robin Diaz has produced hit after hit since
forming in 2006. Frontman Chris Daughtry has shed his
American Idol stereotype, proving that his love of music and raw
talent has brought his band to where they are today.

The crowd sang along and performed their best air-guitar for
favorites like “Feels Like Tonight” and “Crawling Back to You” as
the band kicked it up a notch for the high energy hits. Fans
stayed on their feet for Daughtry’s latest single “Outta My Head”
when Chris Daughtry told the crowd, “This song was written for
one purpose—to make you dance!”

Chris Daughtry came to the center of the stage with just a guitar
in hand for a solo acoustic set that included “What About Now”
and “Home.” The simplicity of the set showed off Chris
Daughtry’s vocal abilities and the power behind the lyrics of his
songs. He shared a story about a challenge he received from
Esquire Magazine during their 2012 Songwriting Challenge to
write a song using three words—“Pacific Standard Time”—from
which he wrote the song “4 a.m.” The Songwriting Challenge
featured many different artists, and the proceeds from the iTunes
downloads of each song are donated to charity.

The rest of the band rejoined Chris Daughtry on stage as the
energy picked back up again for “Louder Than Ever.” The
stand-out moment of the night came during one of their most
popular singles, “Over You”, as every member of the audience
seemed to find inspiration from it and a way to relate to the lyrics
of the song, singing every word loud and proud.

The show closed out with a few cover songs—“Runnin’ Down a
Dream” by Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers cover and “Rebel
Yell” by Billy Idol. Daughtry encored with their smash hit “It’s Not
Over” as fans joined in for a sing along once again.

The first opening act of the night featured singer-songwriter Mike
Sanchez, who was engaging and entertaining to the crowd. His
cover of Journey’s “Don’t Stop Believin” had the crowd on their
feet and singing along. SafetySuit followed after Sanchez, and
proved to be the near-show-stealers of the night. The pop-rock
band from Nashville brought more energy to the stage than it
seemed the Auditorium could even hold. They rocked the crowd
with hits from their new album “These Times” including crowd
favorite “Let Go.”

The members of SafetySuit were constantly moving to the beats
as if the music had taken over each of them, and their tight
melodies had the crowd’s undivided attention. A cover of Jeff
Buckley’s infamous “Hallelujah” was the chill-factor of the night,
as frontman Douglas Brown got on his knees and gave
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Perhaps they don’t know it but the Gaslight Anthem are much too
big for the close quarters in the Middle East, especially in the middle
of a hot summer night. The sold-out crowd crammed together in the
dark basement club as the overhead fans churned away at the
imposing humidity and the pungent smell of sweating bodies.

As soon as the band took the stage though, the crowd roared in
approval and danced around like they weren’t in a 98 degree
sweat-box. Lead singer Brian Fallon wasn’t impressed though as he
scolded the crowd after playing one of their new singles “45” for
crowd surfing, telling his fan base that if they wanted to do that they
could “go to a Bon Jovi concert”.  This was accompanied by a few
words about how he, as a non-drinker, isn’t pleased when people
throw beer on him. Certainly not an out-of-line request but after
some audience members reportedly spent over $70 for scalped
tickets to the hot and sweaty show, listening to the lead singer
complain had a few rolling their eyes.

Their show however, was worth it. The band threw in a taste from
across their six years together including my personal favorite that
has been stuck in my head ever since called “’59 Sound” from their
album similarly named.  As a newbie to this passionate fan base,
having only just discovered them this year on the NJ shoreline at
Bamboozle, the songs are just starting to sink in. So far, I’m getting
the throw-back Americana thing. Back to the days when music was
played on an old record with real sounds. And the Gaslight Anthem
are doing a spot-on job of replicating that feeling in rock ‘n roll. Then
just to add icing to the cake, Fallon’s voice truly is reminiscent of
The Boss, Mr. Americana rock’n roll himself,  Bruce Springsteen.

Lucky for all of you Bostonians, the Gaslight Anthem are turning
around and coming right back! That’s right. Mark your calendars
because they’ll be pulling into town November 26th at the much
more spacious and cooler House of Blues.

Article By: Teresa Reilly
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Simply put, it’s pretty hard not to like Gavin Degraw,
and I think all of the fans that filled the Pavilion on
Wednesday night would agree. With so many catchy
songs floating around on the radio, even if you aren’t
sure who he is by now (Really, you don’t know who
Gavin DeGraw is?!), you’ve likely enjoyed one of his
tunes without realizing it.

I’ve been a fan of DeGraw’s since 2003 when he
released his first album, Chariot, but had yet to see
him perform live—and I think I’ve been
underestimating him until now. Somehow I imagined
that on this warm summer night, it would just be him,
his instruments, and his signature hat up on stage,
hanging out with the crowd and playing some music.
Well, there were definitely some instruments, a
crowd—and his hat—but the atmosphere was much
livelier than I expected.

From the moment he kicked off the show, he was
moving from one end of the stage to the other, hoping
on and off the piano, with lights flashing and his band
rocking out behind him.  He may not have won
Dancing with the Stars, but he had no qualms about
shaking it for his fans!

Although the concert may have been over by 11
(which was a little disappointing), he managed to fit in
some great songs, including “I Don’t Wanna Be,”
 “Follow Through,” and, of course, “Chariot.” It was a
great mix of his new and older hits, and the audience
was right there ready for every moment he wanted
them to sing along.

I think the best part of the performance was that you
could tell he was enjoying every minute of it just as
much as the audience. It couldn’t have been clearer
than when he capped off the show with one of his
latest hits, “Not Over You,” and smiled the entire time.
 Who could smile all the way through a song about
not being able to get over their ended relationship?
Someone who is having a fantastic time doing it, I
guess.

By: Melissa D'Amico
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Last year I became absolutely addicted to the catchy and witty
pop song “Tonight, Tonight” as it not only was on replay on
every Top 40 radio station in the area but was also a staple at
every bar and club. Then this past winter I caught wind of a
song with a similar poppy beat and equally entertaining lyrics
titled “I Like it Like That” and wasn’t surprised to hear they both
came from the same album Whatever from up-and-comers Hot
Chelle Rae. When they rolled into Boston on Friday night
however, I was blown away.

It turns out this band I’ve only just heard of has a die-hard
following that consists mostly of teenage girls that completely
sold out the Paradise Rock Club. There were a few beer-toting
25 year-olds but they observed from the outskirts along with a
few dads that had no shame in completely letting loose while
their daughters were crammed against the front of the stage.

Having only heard their two singles, the whole night turned out
to be a surprise. It turns out they can be a bit more mellow than
I had excepted as I had envisioned just a lot of jumping around
to quick beats (which there was plenty of, don’t get me wrong)
but found that they devoted a good amount of set time to a more
laid-back melody.

The best surprise however, was lead singer Ryan Follesé. Not
only was he far more attractive than I had imagined but he has a
voice that he has yet to really show to mainstream radio. The
band did an excellent cover of Weezer’s “If You’re Wandering If I
Want You To” where his vocal abilities really shone through
almost more-so than they did all night.  On top of all that, his
stage presence was on-par with performers I’ve seen who have
been doing just this for twice as long. He worked the crowd
rather than show-boating and made the room feel even more
intimate than it was. He smiled at just the right moments and
most importantly, genuinely seemed to be enjoying every note.

The best shows are always those where the audience’s
excitement is matched by the performer’s. Far too often bands
get stuck in routines but Hot Chelle Rae truly seemed to bring
all they had to Boston and it was proven plastered across the
faces of their loyal fan base.

Article and Photos By: Teresa Reilly
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Some of the audience members may have been
disappointed to discover that Taylor Swift—who had made a
surprise appearance at Tanglewood the night before
—wasn’t making a repeat performance. But for most, on the
eve of Independence Day in Lenox, MA, they had just the
Taylor them were looking for—James Taylor.

It’s true that I may not have been alive when James Taylor
kicked off his career back in the 1960s, as the rugged and
angry new folk singer who preferred acoustic vibes over the
rock music of the era, but decades later he has yet to lose
his authentic sound, and I (just like thousands of others)
can’t resist seeing him every time he puts on a show.  The
Tanglewood shed and surrounding lawn was packed with
fans of all ages—a testament to the long-lasting appeal of
JT’s music.

JT, as usual, was easy-going, relaxed, and a bit goofy as he
interacted with fans between song, even taking time to talk
with some and sign autographs during an intermission. He
doesn’t need to fill the stage with young musicians, and
instead opts for talented musicians he has played alongside
throughout his career— a fact that any musician can
respect.

Taylor sang his longtime hits, including “Sweet Baby
James,” “Mexico,” “Steamroller,” and “You’ve Got a Friend,”
with the same passion he had as an up-and-comer. A
resident of Western, MA, Tanglewood has become a
welcomed home to JT, who brought his wife, Kim, to the
stage to sing alongside him later in the show. The couple’s
duet of “You Can Close Your Eyes,” was beautiful.

There isn’t a bad thing to be said about James Taylor, his
band, or his music—except maybe for the fact that his fans
have come to expect to meet up with him every summer at
Tanglewood, (He has performed at the venue dozens of
times since the 1970s, and has played multiple shows each
year since 2005) and I can’t image the impact it will have if
the day ever comes when he decides to stop performing.

Article By: Melissa D'Amico
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Enrique Iglesias and J.Lo teamed up and brought the heat of
their co-headling tour to the TD Garden in Boston for a
steamy summer night of music, dancing and plenty of glitter.

Enrique Iglesias kicked off the show with “Tonight (I’m Loving
You).” getting the dance party in the crowd started much to
the delight of the young and excited fans.  He was joined by
Usher and Lil Wayne through the giant video screens that
backed the stage for “Dirty Dancer” and without any dance
moves of his own, Iglesias sometimes got lost in the glitz of
the computerized set.

Things turned bilingual as Iglesias performed “No Me Digas
Que No” which led into his original hit “Bailamos.” Iglesias
took the time to interact with many of his fans on the area
floor, even jumping into the crowd to sign autographs at one
point. He picked multiple fans to come up on stage with him,
including an excited female fan that got to slow dance with
and steal a quick kiss from Iglesias as he sang his swooning
hit “Hero”.

J.Lo then took to the stage and raised the energy level of the
room to an entirely new notch.  She took control of the stage
with perfectly choreographed moves that showed off her
undeniable dance skills, kicking off her set with “Get Right”.
The fierce and feisty diva brought back her early hits “Love
Don’t Cost a Thing” and “Waiting for Tonight”, and jumped into
a boxing ring for her new single “Goin Out.”

J.Lo was ready to show off her New York roots, and prepped
the Boston crowd by saying,” I’ve been here once or twice.
I’ve been to a Red Sox game,” as she threw on a New York
Yankees hat which resulted in a round of booing from the
crowd.  She moved into a medley of her older hits “I’m Real”,
“All I Have” and “Ain’t That Funny”, keeping the excitement of
the crowd going.

J.Lo was surprised by her dancers and crew with a cake in
honor of her 43rd birthday, and the audience joined in for their
own rendition of “Happy Birthday.” The show continued on
and closed out with the upbeat “On the Floor” and “Dance
Again”, leaving fans satisfied with a great night of partying and
a whirlwind of dancing, glitter and special effects.
By Haleigh Stanway
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In a small venue on a beautiful June night, a diverse crowd filled the
Brighton Music Hall. They mumbled in between opening acts but
showed their enthusiasm as musicians such as Mikey Waxx put on
a one-man show playing both the guitar and keyboards
simultaneously (and who wouldn’t be impressed by that?). However
the middle-aged men, teenage girls and the older foreign couple
standing next to me were there to hear only one and very unique
voice: Jon McLaughlin.

With his only lighting affect being the fading of two on-stage bare
light bulbs, Jon and his band focused on playing primarily songs
from his new album Promising Promises. In preparation for this
night, I had been playing the album on repeat for the past week and
was impressed by the up-beat feel to songs that had a melancholy
undertone. Perhaps it’s his voice, but the crowd seemed to be
enjoying the vibe as half swayed and the other half shook their hips.

He told a few stories along the way and shared how he and Sara
Bareilles got together for their new single “Summer Is Over”. His
band mates followed up with a few snide remarks before launching
into the sweet sway of a song that exemplifies Jon’s harmonies that
few other of his songs can.

Standing to the side of the stage, I found myself humming every
word and looked around to see that everyone around me was
following suit. We rocked out to the piano solos where Jon
showcased his strong musical abilities and more importantly, his
strong musical ear where the tones flowed perfectly together and
his voice rose in at just the right time. It’s easy to hear why Jon’s
most prominent legacy is in his songwriting.

He capped off his night with perhaps his best known single
“Beautiful Disaster” where even the bodyguard standing
crossed-armed and stern let out a little smile. I was lucky enough to
be just enough at an odd angle that I couldn’t that gorgeous hair of
Jon’s fall over the piano as I’ve been distracted by it before and it’s
impossible not to fall in love with this married man from Indiana.
So, if you’re looking for something that’s genuinely interesting to
listen to and musically seamless, Jon McLaughlin may be your man.
His album Promising Promises is still my go-to for afternoon
strolling and was worth every penny.

Article and Photographs By: Teresa Reilly
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After getting into The Joy Formidable recently from a friend it was great to have the opportunity to spend my St. Paddy’s Day seeing them. It had been a
while since I’d seen a female fronted band and this was my first concert since moving out to Denver. However, being next to that one kid in the audience
going nuts the whole show sometimes has its drawbacks but for the energy he brought it was fitting.

The Joy Formidable draws some very apparent shoe-gaze influence in their sound and playing style live but in a very 2000’s way with catchy pop songs.
Their first half of the set was a lot of fun with energetic crowd sing-alongs and Ritzy genuinely enjoying Denver having written a couple songs here. The
second half kicked off with “The Magnifying Glass” and brought a transition to more of a noisy jam. This was interesting and unexpected for me but certainly
shows each side of their sound from being a band with catchy, bass-led verses to a noisy chorus.

Coming out for an encore, they came out with a new song “Silent Treatment” with Rhydian Dafydd taking over on guitar for Ritzy Bryan allowing for her
delivery of a theatrical, monologue like performance. This song was quite different from the rest of their set, showcasing Ritzy’s energetic and visually crowd-
interactive treatment of a seemingly personal song with just a simple acoustic rift backing her. This proved to be a cool primer leading into their last song
where the subtle melody of the harp was soon drowned out by the soft to progressively loud transition of “Whirring”. Their jam on the end of the song was
intense and it was refreshing to see a band genuinely into playing their crowd-pleasing song.

It’s always fun to have a band show you something you didn’t expect live and certainly no one left there disappointed. My theory holds up again that good
female musicians just get better looking as the show goes along and Ritzy Bryan certainly showed that with a beautifully unique, high pitched, and confident
delivery. Fun band, great chemistry, and definitely a good first show to check out in Denver.

Article By: Chris Beliveau
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Pop diva Kelly Clarkson showed off her flawless vocals at the Verizon Wireless
Arena as her “Stronger” Tour made its way to Manchester. With nearly a
decade of hits under her belt, the original American Idol turned out all the fan
favorites throughout the night for the excited crowd.

The show kicked off with Clarkson’s hits “Behind These Hazel Eyes” and
“Since You Been Gone” that got the whole crowd jumping and singing along.
Clarkson got up close and personal with her fans for a sultry cover of Florence
and the Machine’s “Heavy in Your Arms”, popping up in the middle of the
arena floor and walking through the crowd back to the stage, giving plenty of
high-fives along the way.

Clarkson was genuinely thrilled to be on stage, and took the time to share
stories and jokes with the crowd. She was even goofy at times, poking fun at
herself and messing around with her band and back-up singers. Her carefree
attitude makes her even more relatable for her fans.

Clarkson dove into an acoustic medley featuring some of her personal
favorites from her collection of albums over the years—“The Trouble with Love
Is”, “Walk Away”, “How I Feel” and “I Want You.”

The goosebump-moment of the night came during Clarkson’s cover of Carrie
Underwood’s song “I Know You Won’t.” The crowd was silent as Clarkson
nailed every note with passion and feeling during the breathtaking ballad. She
was then joined on stage by a giant computer generated Jason Aldean for
their smash hit “Don’t You Wanna Stay.”

The show kicked back up and Clarkson continued to rock out for the upbeat
“Already Gone” and her latest single “(What Doesn’t Kill You Makes You)
Stronger.” Clarkson’s girl-power songs tell stories of love and heartbreak, but
carry a sense of independence and finding the power to move on within
yourself.  “I like yelling at boys-- obviously!” said Clarkson. “I even made a
career out of it.”

The encore kicked off with a beautiful piano version of “Never Again”, a true
tell-it-like-it-is song with the lyrics “Does it hurt to know I'll never be there? Bet
it sucks, to see my face everywhere.” She ended the night in true diva fashion,
bringing it back to her very first single “Miss Independent.”

Matt Nathanson opened the show with his trusty guitar in hand, flirting with the
mostly-female crowd for his 45 minute set. He showed off his vocal chops
during his hits “Faster” and “Come on Get Higher.”

By Haleigh Stanway
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The American Badass doesn’t sell out the House of Blues in less than 10
minutes for no reason. He puts on one of the most genuine, entertaining and
epic shows in the business and luckily Boston is no stranger to it. After
performing the last few years at the Comcast Center, Kid Rock took his show
to a bit more intimate setting that had his die-hard fans lining the streets at
9am. Twelve-hours later, the white curtain in front of the stage dropped and
the audience erupted.

 He sang every line like he meant it and performed it like he was saying it just
to you even though the guy standing next to you probably knew every word
just as well and thought the same thing. He never stopped working and
accentuated each crucial word with a hand gesture and each drum roll with
his classic high stomp. His energy fed into the crowd and threw it back at him
with force, creating a staggering amount of energy.

With the simple change of a hat, Kid Rock went from rapper to cowboy, from
songs like “Cocky” mixed with a little “Slow My Roll” to “Cowboy” mixed with
a little “Lay It On Me”.  Then he threw in a bit of “All Summer Long” and even
busted out a 1997 classic with “Got One For Ya”. Of course, he played his
biggest hits like “Bawitdaba” and “Picture”.  He even played on my personal
favorites and summer ring tone “Wasting Time”.

Not only did he sing the lyrics, he jumped from acoustic guitar to drums and
of course, took a shot of Jim Beam while scratching the tables. He kept the
audience engaged as he mashed a few songs together and played them all
with passionate enthusiasm.

But Kid Rock would never just stop at all that. The encore consisted of only a
few things: a check, the Mayor of Boston and an American flag.
After presenting Operation Homefront (an organization that assists veterans,
active military and their families with their everyday needs at home) with a
check for $100,000, Kid Rock then asked how everyone felt about the Mayor
of Boston. A massive “boo” swept across the audience until the legendary
Peter Wolf took to the stage and did a duet to his 1999 single of “Love
Stinks”.

Then, to top off an evening of rock n’ roll and solid beats, they dropped the
American flag over the backdrop and Kid Rock climbed on top of his piano
that was littered with bumper stickers and fervently belted out “Born Free”.

It doesn’t have to be said but a Kid Rock show is always one for the books.
He has yet to disappoint and I cannot wait to see what he pulls off next time
around.

Article and Photos By: Teresa Reilly
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Over the next few paragraphs I am going to attempt to explain to you how
entertaining the Mötley Crüe and KISS concert was but know that the
fireworks were louder than you can imagine and Tommy Lee on that roller
coaster was an unreal sight to see.

As to be expected though, it all started out with line after line of cars full-out
tailgating. Smoke from the grills (and other smoking substances) trickled up
into the 50 degree sky as the sound of revelry filled the air. After a tough
Sunday afternoon loss from the Patriots, fans were downing their beers hard
and fast.

Despite the chill in the air, die-hards were dressed in their finest from full-on
KISS get-ups, including make-up and high-tops, to leather pants missing the
bottom part of the ass, revealing a 40 year-old woman’s cling to the past.
Needless to say before I even walked in the door, I knew this was going to be
an interesting show.

With Motley Crue and KISS putting on world-renowned performances for
over 30 years, I knew musically they would be spot on but I was naively
expecting a classic rock ‘n roll show simply full of heart-pumping tunes and
killer riffs. What I got was so much more.

Opening with a parade of hooded-men and foam being spewed into the
audience, Motley Crue didn’t waste any time putting on a spectacle as
half-naked woman dangled from the ceiling and yes, fireworks of every color
filled the stage as the band was surrounded by fire. It was hard to tell where
to look but it was impossible not to be enthralled.

As they continued over the next two hours to go through their 30 years and 9
albums of music, including songs like “Girls, Girls, Girls” and “Dr. Feelgood”,
the performance and stage antics only increased. It turns out that lead singer
Vince Neil had broken his foot only days before but he hopped around and
ducked under swinging microphones of fire like nothing was wrong.

Then, about half-way through the night, the band left Tommy Lee on-stage by
himself for the second time of the night. The first time, he verbally accosted
his audience for not drinking enough but the second time, he blew my mind.
As he started playing some electronic dance music his drum set started to
swing on the 40 foot tall circular track it apparently was on. Then, it just kept
going. All the way until Lee was drumming upside down on this bizarre roller
coaster, just screaming “fuck yeah”.  Badass is an understatement.

As the night wore on though, it became apparent that the audience was just
waiting for the next big bang. The music appeared to be the soundtrack for
their show rather than the spectacle being a backdrop and compliment to the
tunes. And it turns out Nikki Six isn’t very nice. Not that everything I had
heard about him led me to believe he was but after chatting with a few
security guards the rumor was that he was spitting on his fanbase for taking
pictures of him where I just thought he was being rock ‘n roll.

And it was cold. Really cold. I know this was a summer tour but the cannons
filled with cold water that they sprayed all over the audience on multiple
occasions were not all that welcome. Yes, the 14 year-old kid in the front row
who had Tommy Lee pour a bucket of water on him was completely thrilled
but his dad was significantly less so.

With two hours of music under our belt, the crowd got restless as the stage
crew had to take down the drum kit roller coaster as well as the rest of the
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For two bands that fit into such similar genres, their performances couldn’t
have been more different. While both had fireworks, KISS showcased their
musical expertise while Motley Crue put on a spectacle I will never forget.
Different but each worth the price of admission whether you went for the $40
lawn seats or the $200+ tickets where you could feel the heat of the fire.

Article and Photos By: Teresa Reilly
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Cowboy hats and boots could be spotted throughout the packed room at West
End Johnnies on Saturday night as pop-country artist Krista Angelucci along with
country, rock and blues band Digger Dawg rocked the energetic crowd. Fans
sang along and danced to cover songs like Taylor Swift’s “Picture to Burn”,
Sugarland’s “Stuck Like Glue” and even Michael Jackson’s “Billie Jean.”

Krista Angelucci always knew that she wanted to make the stage her home, and
it was evident from a young age that singing and performing was what she was
made to do.

“I’ve been singing for as long as I can remember,” said Krista.  “When I was
three, I was going around the house singing commercials.  At eight years old I
had my first solo in church, and it was probably around then when my family
realized that singing was already my passion.”

In her high school days, Krista was first introduced to country music through
artists like Martina McBride, Amy Grant and Faith Hill.

“My dad always said those types of songs fit my voice, and when I started really
listening to country, I realized it was who I am as an artist,” said Krista. “I feel that
with country music, you can sing about anything-- love, faith, a broken heart—
things I’ve experienced in life so far.”

In 2009, Krista started performing with Digger Dawg, playing to crowds of
thousands of people in Boston and throughout New England. Her on-stage
performance packs a powerful punch of energy, heart and soul with every song.
With her trusty acoustic guitar in hand, Krista’s talent captivates her audience
throughout the night.

“It’s been really cool just seeing with every step I take in my career that another
door opens, and then the next one and the next,” said Krista. “There will be times
where you’re just like ‘okay now what do I do?’ and there’s always been
something that comes along or a door that opens that brings me to the next
step.”

Krista has performed the national anthem at various charity and sporting events,
including the Boston Celtics, New England Patriots, Nascar, and New England
Revolution. She has also opened for and shared the stage with artists such as
Chuck Wicks, Lee Brice, Big & Rich, Hunter Hayes, and Jerrod Niemann.

Krista is set to release her debut album “Like it or Not” on September 23, 2012.
The six-song album gives her fans a little bit of everything—from the upbeat and
edgy “Like it or Not” to the sweet ballad “Sunset”, Krista shares life experiences
and stories through her lyrics.

And what can fans expect from the album? “The life of a twenty year old!” Krista
said. “I’ve got a mix of things on my album. I’ve got your heart break songs, love
songs, and I’ve even got a few cheating songs on there actually.”

As Krista continues to perform with Digger Dawg and sets out on her own path,
she looks forward to the next step in her musical career.

“My ultimate goal with my music is to go as far as I can go,” said Krista. “I would
love to be the next superstar out there, but I would be perfectly satisfied with
whatever God has for me. I would just love to have singing as a career, and
something that I can do and support myself and my family from.”

By Haleigh Stanway
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Less than Jake took their 10 Year Anniversary Tour to the Royale, showing
that fun punk ska music has lasting power and a place in the music industry
despite criticism that has carried with them throughout their career.

Since their creation in 1992, the band has been on a non-stop mission to
provide up-beat music that everyone can relate to and simply put, dance
around to. With the ambitious horn sound that is a staple to their work, the
beat gets in there and pulsating, leaving the listener no choice but get off their
feet and boogey.

With entertaining banter between songs, the guys knew how to keep the
crowd engaged. They even pulled off a bit of stand-up comedy, calling out the
line of guys up against the bar and declaring that when Fall Out Boy comes
back, there is no way they are going to do it as well, or as cheap, as they
were doing it that night. At only $20 a ticket, the audience certainly wasn’t
debating and the young man next to me even let out a “fuck yea”!

Less than Jake is one of those bands that know exactly who they are. They’re
albums speak to their fanbase and deliver just what they’re expecting. There’s
a reason they’ve been around for 10 years and by the guys huddled in groups
and just jumping up and out, howling out every word, they gave a few one of
those nights to remember. Who doesn’t love to go celebrate their favorite 90’s
music with their old friends and the band that gave them so much joy?

Article By: Teresa Reilly
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Life on Hold returned to the Sad Café on March 9th as eager fans crowded around the stage to see the
musical magic unfold. Since their formation in 2007, Life On Hold has made a name for themselves in
the Boston area, capturing the attention of music fans with their unique pop/rock/folk sound and exciting
live performances.

Life On Hold is made up of five musical talents-- Ally Mahoney, lead vocals, Joe Aylward, bass/vocals,
Nate Wan, guitar/vocals, Steve Aliperta, drums/vocals, and Chris LaRocque, guitar/vocals.  These band
mates seem to be perfectly in sync with each other on stage with tight hooks and impeccable harmonies,
delivering a rock show that’s worthy of any true music fan’s attention.

So how would the band describe their own sound? “It’s audible!” Aylward joked. “To us, our sound has
come a very long way since we started. We’ve always definitely been a pop band—we have lots of pop
and indie rock influences.”

“We set out to be a pop punk band when we were younger,” Mahoney added. “Now we’re all over the
spectrum.”

Taking the stage at the Sad Café, Life On Hold kicked off their set debuting a brand new song
“Sandusky, OH” that was well received by the crowd. Mahoney rocked out on lead vocals, proving that
the stage has become home to her. “I think I forgot to breathe during that song!” she told the crowd at
one point.

At a live show, you can expect high-energy from these rockers, along with other forms of entertainment
throughout the night. “Bad banter in between song. You can always count on that,” Mahoney laughed.

“Our goal when we play a show-- we focus 110% on how good of a time we’re going to have, and then
we focus on what other people might want or think about us,” Aylward explained while his band mates
laughed and shook their heads. “I think that’s the reason why we’re still a band-- because we have a
good time like 99% of the time. “

Life On Hold continued to try out their new songs on the fans at the Sad Cafe with “Linen and Sky”,
“Always” and “Target” which were all instant new favorites to the crowd. The band’s already impressive
musical talent seemed to even outdo itself with the new material and gave the crowd a preview of the
magic that is still yet to come. “We just recorded four songs with four different producers,” said Mahoney.
“Those will be coming out later this spring.”

The band joked around in between songs, chatting with the crowd as if they were hanging out with a
room full of good friends. Even the bad jokes and goofy stories provided good laughs. Crowd favorites
“Far Too Sensual to be Conventional” and “Balladeer” got fans singing along with the band.

After five years of bandhood, Life On Hold has had countless moments that stand out as their greatest
accomplishments and fondest memories. “A career high for us was playing at Showcase Live in Foxboro
with We The Kings. Playing to a crowd of 1,000 people is just amazing,” said Mahoney. “It just feels
awesome when you do things that you never imagined your band doing.”

The members of Life On Hold are masters of their unique sound and make their craft look easy, standing
out in the Boston scene as a band that is going to continue to climb the musical ranks and make some
noteworthy noise.

By Haleigh Stanway

UPDATE: On April 9, 2012, Life On Hold announced that after 5 years together, they have decided to go
their seperate ways. The band still plans to release a new full length album and perform a handful of
final shows over the next few months. We wish them all the best and look forward to following any new
musical paths the members may take!"
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Matt Wertz has toured with some of my favorite musicians
(Hanson, John McLaughlin, Jason Mraz, etc) but somehow,
I’ve missed him every time. But the fact that his name wouldn’t
stop popping up on my iTunes Genius told me he was
someone I needed to give a chance. Then as he headlined a
show stopping in Boston, I made sure I was there to see what
it was all about.

Charming. In every way, Matt was utterly charming. He made
witty comments and told pleasant stories in-between songs
about the summer sun, happiness and love. His soothing voice
had me swaying to the guitar riffs and girls dressed in their
finest, sipping on their $8 sex on the beach had me completely
convinced not only could he sing but he was pretty cute too.

He made the dank Bright Music Hall feel like a warm bubble
and had the audience giggling even as he discussed his
charitable work with victims of sex trafficking. His ease and
confidence came through with every note, joke and moment to
bring us back down to reality.

iTunes, Hanson, Jon McLaughlin, they were all right and I
should have listened sooner. Matt is right up my alley and of
course my next purchase (on Amazon most likely just because
I don’t like the idea of iTunes knowing it’s right) will be Matt’s
new Christmas album. I know, of course he has a delightful
Christmas album fittingly entitled Snow Globe.
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Monkey Knife Fight has become a noteworthy name in the Boston music scene quickly over the last year.
Band members Felipe Collazo, lead vocals, Jon Powell, lead guitar and backup vocals, Shawn Leite, bass,
and Dave Collett, drums, have performed to audiences from Lowell to Cambridge, and their fan base
continues to grow.

Monkey Knife Fight shared the stage at The Boathouse with Fiesta Melon and 7 Mile Drive, playing to a full
house of excited music fans. They kicked off their set with a cover of “Low Rider” by War, as Felipe Collazo
jumped into the crowd with his trusty cow bell in hand, getting everyone dancing and singing along. Jon
Powell showed off his saxophone skills and joined in on vocals.

Monkey Knife Fight formed with their current members in 2011, but their history goes back several years.
“Dave and Jon started a while back-- they met and jammed together for several years,” said Felipe Collazo.
 Then on Thanksgiving in 2007, Jon Powell was at a family party with his cousin Felipe Collazo when they
decided to take out a guitar and started playing some cover songs. Felipe asked if the guys would want to do
an open mic night with him sometime, and the three new bandmates never ended up leaving the stage.

The band recorded their first EP, but were in need of a new bass player, which led them to Shawn Leite.
“Shawn joined the mix and it propelled the band much more. We’ve become a lot more open minded with
different ideas and it’s been great,” said Felipe Collazo.

At The Boathouse, the band continued their set with their original songs “Katsos” which got fans singing
along, “Melting Man” and “P.O.S. City”, a spoof about the rivalry between their hometowns of Lowell and
Lawrence.

Monkey Knife Fight always brings crazy amounts of energy to the stage in their live performance with each
member showing their passion for the music. “Everytime someone asks me how to describe our sound, I tell
them to come to a show and come up with their own idea,” said Shawn Leite. “Everyone in the band grew up
listening to different genres of music, so we bring that all together, and that’s how you get Monkey Knife Fight.
 Like the Foo Fighters and Sound Garden, I grew up listening to them.”  “And I was really into classic rock
growing up, “ Dave Collett added.

The band is currently in the studio working on their new album, slated for release later this year.  The four
bandmates collaborate on the writing process, bring different ideas to the table. “There are some songs that
 I’ll come in with a bass riff, and we’ll go from there, or there are some songs that Felipe will come in with
vocals and lyrics, some songs Jon will come in with ideas—every song has come from a different way,” said
Shawn Leite.

Monkey Knife Fight finished up their set with their new single “Soundtrack to a Rainy Day” and an impressive
cover of the Foo Fighters “Hero.” The crowd was engaged throughout the night as the high energy of the
band was something you couldn’t turn away from.  “We try to bring as much energy as possible and make
people have a good time.” said Felipe Collazo.  As they continue to expand their fan bass, there’s no doubt
that Monkey Knife Fight will cement themselves as a popular band in the local music scene.
By: Haleigh Stanway
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O.A.R. brought their Summer Crush tour to the Calvin Theater in Northampton, MA
for a night of feel-good music and killer jam sessions.

The show kicked off with the upbeat “To Zion Goes I”, and fans in the crowd were
ready for what O.A.R. had to offer. The six-man band was spread out across the
stage on two different levels, a great way of showing how each one of the talented
members bring a vital piece to their performance.
Next up was fan favorite “Night Shift” that got everyone dancing and singing their
hearts out. The band then moved into “About Mr. Brown” and “Conquering Fools”
as the crowd continued the sing along.

O.A.R. fans are a rare breed—these dedicated music lovers hold nothing back at
their live shows. Both male and female fans aren’t afraid to sing, dance and
celebrate all night long with the band they have been following for over a decade,
and most have lost count of the dozens of shows they’ve attended throughout the
years. This unique fanbase proves that O.A.R. is one of the few bands to create
real, meaningful, and lasting music that is a huge part of so many people’s lives.

The band kept the energy level high with their popular hit “Shattered (Turn the Car
Around) and the upbeat “Anyway” as frontman Mark Roberge told the crowd “This
is a song about how much we love music and couldn’t live without it.”

Mark Roberge would escape into grooves with his band mates, giving everyone a
shot at a solo and never hogging the spotlight. He took the time to point out
familiar faces in the crowd, showing appreciation for the fans he’s seen at shows
throughout the years.

The entire room made sure to sing every word loud and proud during “Love and
Memories” and “Hey Girl”, two songs that became big radio hits. O.A.R. switched
up the set list, playing songs from all the albums of the past 16 years, including
“Back At One” and “Heaven” from their latest album “King.”
Roberge’s storytelling ability is evident through his lyrics, and he carries that same
passion to the stage, bring life to each word. Fans sang along with Mark
throughout the night as they huddled in groups with their friends and danced and
sang with each other, a clear indication that O.A.R.’s music has been a soundtrack
to their lives for countless years.

The song that has become the staple part of every O.A.R. show, “That Was a
Crazy Game of Poker” sent the crowd into a frenzy, as fans threw stacks of playing
cards into the air. The encore ended the show on a sweet note with the chilling
“Irish Rose” and a fun surprise with the older hit “Delicate Few.” O.A.R. stands
victorious among the few bands that still put the music first, and always supply
nothing less than a great and unique live show.

By Haleigh Stanway
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One Direction landed in America, opened up to a sold-out crowd at the Agganis
Arena for Nickelodeon’s TV boy band Big Time Rush, and then popped into the
Natick Mall the next morning to be greeted by hundreds of screaming fans. The
boys haven’t even been in the States a few days and already they’re causing
teenage girls to cry at a slight wave.
1D, as the fans call them, had a head start over other bands trying to make it big
though by being formed on the UK show X Factor. After finishing third, the band
was quickly signed and headed to the studio. Then they started to smash the
charts.
Their first single, “What Makes You Beautiful”, released on September 11,
became one of the best selling singles in the UK in 2011 and debuted at number
one. Only a few weeks ago, the band took home the 2012 Best British Single at
the BRIT Awards. Then their album Up All Night followed in November and
became the fastest-selling debut album on the UK Albums Chart of 2011.
All this did not prepare me though for what I saw at the Natick Mall. I figured
they were Irish and British kids who were vastly famous in the UK and were
making their first trip over here to gauge America’s interest. I had never heard
their name before and thought to myself, “I’ll head down and take a few photos
in case they end up making it big”.
The screams carried all the way throughout the mall. As I walked in, I could hear
the throngs of teenage girls singing in unison the words to “What Makes You
Beautiful”. When I finally came upon the scene, I couldn’t believe it. It was an
hour and a half before the band was even scheduled to arrive and there was a
sea of at least 800 people just on the ground floor. Circling above on the second
floor, girls were three or four people deep, desperately trying to make sure they
didn’t miss a moment when the lads did finally come out. It was absolute war for
a good spot.
The countdown commenced and just past 2 o’clock the side doors opened and
in strolled Niall, Liam, Harry and Louis (missing member Zayn). Even my heart
jumped a little, the energy was so contagious. As the boys sat down and
proceeded to sign over 600 autographs, a sly smile or hair toss would send a
roar of shrieks through the crowd. And there was a lot of hair tossing. Harry in
particular took quite a few moments to bow his head and just shake out those
locks, running a hand through it just to be sure. He’d then gaze up with those
piercing blue eyes and give the audience that charming smile.
Louis was a high-fiving machine and Niall said a quick hello to everyone as they
were whisked past him. Near the end Liam couldn’t help himself any longer and
broke out into a few seconds of dancing as their new album pumped over the
speakers. Then as they stood to leave the stage, they took a brief moment to
say good-bye (see video). And after staring at their excellent hair for a few
hours, I had forgotten that extra special touch that comes with One Direction…
they have the magic of accents.
So, what do you think? Does a boy band made up of 19 year-old European guys
with great hair, fantastic accents and beautiful singing voices stand a chance in
the US? I know about 1200 teenage girls in the New England area who already
know the answer.
Article and Photos: Teresa Reilly
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Rebelution came to Boston on their Peace of Mind Tour and brought along The
Grouch and Pep Love as openers. My endorphins immediately spiked when I
walked passed Rebelution’s equipment trailer and recognized their set
decorations – very tall, potted marijuana plants. Overall, the show was great –
aside from its rocky start.

The show must have gotten a late start because I was waiting in a really long
line for being at the venue about an hour and a half after the doors opened.
While I’m waiting in line and checking out other concert-goers, I realized that I
am surrounded by drunken early-adolescent boys. Security was very strict and
they were pulling these kids out of line at least one a minute and making them
stand in their own special line to have their breath evaluated and I.D.s
checked.

My adventure standing in line got even more exciting when some kid asked if
he could come in line with me because he just got denied entry due to his
emanating smell of pot. I wanted no part of this kid’s sketchy business, but the
guy behind me had no problem with it and let him get in line. So this sketchy
kid then has his even sketchier buddies meet him in line. While still waiting in
line I was entertained by the complete lack of intelligence behind me as they
are openly discussing what illicit substances they have on them, tricks to hide
their alcohol consumption, and (best of all) comparing their tickets to see how
well the fake one compares to the real one!

When I finally made it inside the venue, the opener Pep Love was onstage
performing. He was rapping with a DJ spinning beats behind him. Pep Love’s
lyrics were sharp and flowed nicely, and he was very smooth in his execution.
His music was good, but a lot of his songs had the same smooth flow and
sharp beats – there wasn’t much variety within his music. The DJ was just
chilling in his spot playing his beats. This duo put out good hip-hop music but
they were not the most entertaining performers. Pep Love talked to crowd a
little bit in between songs, but overall he was not much of a crowd-riler. The
vibes from Pep Love’s music did set a good mood and atmosphere for the
second opener though.

Next onstage was The Grouch.  A similar duo as with Pep Love where The
Grouch is rapping and a DJ is spinning beats behind him. The Grouch stated
he was from California and this was pretty obvious when he came out wearing
multiple layers and a rather ugly, very fuzzy hat. Now, this white guy started
rapping and instantly I was skeptical about how his performance will go,
especially since he was following after a very good hip-hop artist. Well, shame
on me for judging a book by its cover because The Grouch was fantastic! He
and the DJ proved to be a great match as their skills and styles complemented
each other very well. The Grouch demonstrated a lot of versatility in his style
and he was incredibly crowd-oriented. He really got the crowd engaged and
bouncing with him which is always inspiring. He did talk a lot in between
songs, but he also did stop before it became too much. The DJ that was
performing with The Grouch was also equally as rousing. He too was able to
engage the crowd well, and at one point, he was spinning beats while facing
the opposite direction with his arms crossed - it was mind-blowing!

Rebelution came out and began playing strong right from the start. They had
their new album come out a few days prior to this show and they played a lot
of their new songs. The band stayed true to their reggae influence through
their incorporation of off-beat rhythms and positive lyrics. In one song they
incorporated a very interesting eastern sound through what appeared to be an
acoustic guitar. At first I was disappointed to see that they had a new
saxophonist but this new guy proved his skill, especially during his first solo
where the crowd cheered their approval. Rebelution played strong and
extremely well throughout their show. I did, however, notice that their stage
decorations were missing at this show – their set was rather bare where there
is usually much more greenery.
Article by: Michelle Roncevic
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Just in time for the most special of holidays, the Saw Doctors made the grand trip across the pond and landed in Boston to show a little Irish rock ‘n roll to a
city about to explode with green and shamrocks. Audience members let it all hang out (in one case, to our misfortune, literally) and partied like… well, like it
was St. Paddy’s Day on the emerald isle.

From the first note to the highest seat, the House of Blues embraced the Irish band and shouted out every word in a massive sing-a-long. From “Clare
Island” to “N17”, the venue was alive with the pure energy that can only come from a Friday night out for those that perhaps don’t have too many nights on
the town.

Known for their steady fan base, the Saw Doctors have a catalog that goes deep into the 90s that includes my personal favorite, “About You Now” which had
the crowd in a full chorus. However they caught me off guard by performing “Downtown”, the 1960s classic that defines sing-a-long. Sure enough, the entire
place, regardless of reason for being there, was in full belt-out mode.

About halfway through, I finally took notice that they had hit me with yet another surprise as a good-looking young lad peaked out over the drum kit. The
recently acquired Rickie O’Neill, just 21, is now the fresh face of a band with an elongated history. From where I was standing though, he hit every note and
kept the power behind those energetic rhythms. And for a band with such seasoned fans, I’m sure it would have been the first thing out of people’s mouth if
he had skipped a beat.

By the end of the night, it had become apparent that few shows can bring an audience together like the Saw Doctors can. Sure, they may have gotten the
party started a bit early and there was no lack of stumbling men and beer but there was a general sense of just pure enjoyment that was infectious. Let’s just
say it’s always nice to catch a grown woman skip out of a rock n’ roll show.

Article By: Teresa Reilly
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Stephen Kellogg and the Sixers wrapped up their acoustic “Stripped Down and Fully
Clothed” tour at home in Boston, playing to a sold out crowd of dedicated fans that
were ready for a night of their favorite songs from the band they’ve known since they
formed back in 2003 at UMass Amherst.

The band kicked off their set with their popular hit “Shady Esperanto and the Young
Hearts” that got the crowd up on their feet singing, dancing and clapping along. They
led into the sweet “Watch You Grow” and the heart-string tugging “Keep Me In Your
Thoughts.” The acoustic set up showed off the band’s incredible skills as musicians
and performers, and brought the focus to their meaningful lyrics and stories behind
the musical library that stretches out over nearly ten years.

Next up was “We Belong Here” that Kellogg took a moment to summarize. “This is
about not being the cool kid in class, which is not something I'd know about, but if I
did, I'd write a song like this.” The band was then joined by opening act Chris Koza
for crowd favorite “Start the Day Early.”

With an original and dedicated fan base in the Boston area, Stephen Kellogg and the
Sixers felt like they were in a room full of old friends. “Boston was the first place we
had fans that were people we didn't know,” said Kellogg. They brought back an old
song from the early days of the band, “The America Song” and led into the upbeat
“Vegas” that got the crowd dancing once again.

 Kellogg welcomed a special guest on stage for the song “Gravity”, his daughter
Sophia, who danced as her proud dad sang the hit single from the latest SK6ers
album. “The Bear” featured a musical battle between keyboard player Kit “The
Goose” Karlson and Kellogg on guitar as fans egged them on.

The two part encore kicked off with “Wagon Wheel” as fans started dancing in the
aisles and singing along.  Next was the appropriate “4th of July” as the holiday was
just a few days away, and “Roots and Wings.”

 “Long Days, Fast Years” started off part two of the encore. “This song is really
significant to us,” Kellogg told the crowd. “Everything we've gotten to do, and what
you’ve allowed us to do over the years, makes the days very long... but in a very
good way.”

 Stephen Kellogg and the Sixers walked away from the microphones and to the edge
of the front of the stage with just unplugged guitars in hand, as they asked the crowd
to sing along with them for the final song of the night, “See You Later, See You Soon.”
The SK6ers are a rare gem in the music world of today, and their genuine love for the
music and the fans that they treat like friends never goes unnoticed during their live
shows.

By Haleigh Stanway
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One of the concerts that I was really looking forward to going to this summer was
Sublime with Rome, and it was an added bonus that Pepper and Cypress Hill would
also be playing. Pepper was the first band to take the stage and they were awesome,
as they always are. The vocalists/bassist and guitarist, Kaleo and Bret, were
incredibly entertaining and engaging. They were full of their typical raunchy humor -
with Bret referring to punani at least half a dozen times and making sexual hand
gestures with every phallic-like object that was within reach. Let’s just say, thanks to
that, I cannot look at the neck of a guitar the same way.

Overall, Pepper put on a phenomenal show – it was very entertaining and the live
experience of their music and vocals was on par, if not superseded, the quality of
talent presented on their tracks. Following Pepper was Cypress Hill.

It was great to see the person from which that high-pitched nasal rapping voice comes
from. B-Real and Sen Dog are the two rappers in the group. B-Real is the leading
rapper with the high-pitched nasal style to his vocals and Sen Dog has the deeper
voice. They performed several of their hits from the 90s such as Insane in the Brain, I
Ain’t Goin’ Out Like That, Hits from the Bong, and of course Rap Superstar. I thought
it was a little random that a rap group was thrown into the list of bands here but it was
great and the whole crowd was jumping along with their beats. Near the end of their
set, Sen Dog started talking about how B-Real has the largest bong in the world –
seven feet in height! I was talking with someone after their set and they said that
normally Cypress Hill will bring out the bong, however, because this particular venue
is rather tight-assed about their rules, there was no bong brought out. Too bad
because a seven foot bong is something I would really like to see!

So the show was going great up to this point and I was very excited to see Sublime
with Rome, especially since I have seen them a couple times before and they have
been great. Well, unfortunately that was not the case for this performance. They
played their music well and that was pretty much it. Rome is usually rowdy and
moving around but the most movement he did at this show was remove his
sweatshirt. He didn’t even say much to the crowd at all either. This particular
performance was devoid of liveliness and a sense of comradery. They showed no
enthusiasm about playing their music to a crowd and it seemed as if they were just up
there playing to get the show over with. I felt like I was listening to a CD very loudly. At
one point Rome brought out a dog on a leash for about four seconds. From where I
was standing I could see that the dog was black and brown and that it was either a
Doberman or a Rottwiler (I didn’t get a good look at the dog). Some dipshit behind me
exclaims “Its Lou Dog!” Clearly not since Lou Dog was (A) a Dalmation and (B) died
many years ago. Nice try kid, you failed miserably on that one! Overall, Sublime with
Rome was rather disappointing.

Article By: Michelle Roncevic
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Remember listening to your favorite tunes through a device called a Walkman?
Remember cassette tapes? The crowd at this year’s Summerland concert
certainly did! The Bank of America Pavilion in Boston played host to the 90’s
music tour that reunited favorite bands of the pre-millennium with their respective
and receptive fans. Although a bit unsure of what to expect on stage, 5,000
people packed in to relive their past through the music of Marcy Playground, Lit,
Sugar Ray, and Everclear.

They sang with great conviction and intensity, despite these bands being
strangers to mainstream radio for 10 plus years but as it turns out Everclear
recently released its newest album Invisible Stars in June and Lit just released
The View From the Bottom.

Lit successfully played the role of the 90’s punks, commanding middle fingers and
lighters in the air. As the seemingly least matured band of the evening, they
played their late 90’s songs “Completely Miserable” and their most memorable hit
“My Own Worst Enemy” to willing listeners. They successfully engaged the crowd
in their performance and enthusiastically finished their 30-minute set.

Making their entrance on stage to the “Saved by The Bell” theme song, Sugar
Ray immediately stole the show. They had their audience in the palm of their
hand as Mark McGrath charismatically played to his fans, tossing in a collection
of 90’s pop culture anecdotes throughout the set. He certainly knew the
demographic and played into the retro atmosphere with gusto. Everyone
remained on their feet as they played popular favorites “Someday”, “Every
Morning” and of course, ”Fly”.  At the conclusion of the set, McGrath remained on
stage and delighted fans by singing the Fresh Prince of Bel-Air theme song.

Everclear closed out the evening performing crowd favorites including Father of
Mine, Wonderful and I Will Buy You A New Life.  Everclear’s lead singer Art
Alexakis, now 50 years old, was a creator of this tour and named it after one of
his own songs. Surprisingly, their performance was lack luster at best and could
not hold a candle to that of Sugar Ray. Unfortunately, Alexakis’ vocals were raspy
and off key however the fans were able to fill in the lyrical gaps he left when his
vocals failed and kept the sing along going strong.

Although the faces of these rockers have changed with age, fans were truly
enthralled in the musical talent which proved that great music never ages, and
musicians who play their own instruments, write their own lyrics, and sing without
voice enhancement or auto tuning will never be out of date.

Article and Photos By: Katy LeBlanc
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If you don’t find Jack Black hilarious then (a) you’re
wrong and (b) you would have still loved the
Tenacious D show because there was a CockBat (my
own name for it, not sure what’s really called) onstage
that exploded at the climax of the concert.

The show was one big musical rock comedy.
Spattered in between songs like “Kyle Quit the Band”
and “Fuck Her Gently”, there were a few skits along
the way that Black executed flawlessly along with
bandmate Kyle Gass. On top of which, Black
showcased his humor and wit with a few jokes about
the greatest rock band of all time and of course, his
signature karate kicks that seemed to happen most
when he was dripping with the greatest amount of
sweat.

Songs like “Tribute” were already college hits but
Tenacious D are back and might just be better than
ever with their 2012 release Rize of the Fenix. Of
course the album features themes ranging from sex to
the death of rock ‘n roll but with a comedic twist that
could only come from Jack Black and Kyle Gass’
mind.

It’s one of the few shows I’ve been to where the
audience sincerely didn’t seem bothered by new
material they hadn’t quite heard yet. While everyone
knew the words to “Wonderboy”, they still laughed
along to “Low Hangin’ Fruit” with a big pat on their
buddies’ back. Mostly made of college guys and a few
sailors from the Harborfest next door, the Bud Light
was flowing and they sang every swear the loudest.
No judgment, I was right there with them.

In a world full of bills and heartache, sometimes you
just need to see that 40 foot tall CockBat and Jack
Black tumble around in front of it. It’s just funny.

Article and Photographs By: Teresa Reilly
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On a hot summer day along the beach, nothing fits better than a bit
of reggae rock by some guys from Southern California. Rockin’ the
long blonde hair, lead singer Jared Watson and the Dirty Heads
brought some feel good music to Hampton Beach Wednesday night
and had the place swaying.

Best known for their 2010 hit with Rome from Sublime called “Lay
Me Down”, the Dirty Heads have been riding the wave of success
for the last two years, selling out venues across the country and
releasing their 2012 album Cabin By the Sea. The album continues
on the same road as their first release Any Port in Storm which hit
big in 2008 with the single “Stand Tall”. The laid back grooves mixed
in with an almost hip-hop beat makes it irresistible not to rock your
hips and throw a hand in the air.

Having been privileged enough to see the band a few times now,
my biggest selling point is always Watson.  He brings exactly the
right type of energy to the stage and most importantly, his passion
and feeling comes through with every head bang. He wants you to
feel it too and sells it in every note. With a back-up band that lets
him just do his thing, he holds the stage and becomes captivating
with the music. Not to mention when the beat picks up, his energy is
right there with it and suddenly it feels like he’s right in your face,
telling you to scream out the words.

In a room full of sun bleached t-shirts, it felt as though the room was
moving as one. The crowd swayed simultaneously and in unison,
making for a pretty impressive wave and adding to that sense of
unity that the band portrays in their lyrics. And while most definitely
a part of stoner culture, you would be surprised by some of the
up-beat tunes that the band showcased that had the room vibrating.

While I’m sure my opinion was swayed by walking straight from the
beach to the show, I hold true that the Dirty Heads are one of the
best live reggae shows out there and should not be missed.

Article By: Teresa Reilly
Photography By: Haleigh Stanway
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There’s nothing better than an electric guitar blaring through the
speakers of a basement nightclub on a Friday night. That feeling
of sipping down a beer and just enjoying every note. The Dirty
Names epitomize that exact sentiment and brought a few of my
favorite things to life a few weeks ago at the Middle East.

When the band took the stage, only a few briefly clapped but as
the set got going and the band’s energy never swayed, the crowd
was increasingly brought in. Their pure rock sound mixed with a
lot of excellent swagger and the stage performance that made
the audience believe we were all witnessing the next big thing
had the place full-out swinging. It’s just the type of music you
can’t help but feel and react to. It’s loud and fun and the band
plays their part perfectly from the notes down head banging.

Now every once and awhile, I’ll dig through my e-mail and listen
to a few bands that are coming through the area to see if they
truly stand out. Very few do but every so often I’ll get really lucky
and stumble across a band that has just the right sound. This is
what I found in The Dirty Names when I listened to their track
“Salt Water Jackie”. It just has that classic 70’s rock sound that’s
a bit gritty but makes so much sense.  So take a listen and enjoy!

Article By: Teresa Reilly
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Part of the early 2000’s emo phase, The Early November
showcase everything you remember about that era. If you
loved The Starting Line and Simple Plan, you probably had
your copy of The Room's Too Cold right next to theirs and had
a few too many CD mixes  that were staples to those
high-school summer nights. Well now they’re helping to bring
that same sound back with their 2012 release In Currents.

It’s hard to fight with success and The Early November have
attempted to recapture the sound that made them famous
only a few years ago. And the crowd at the Brighton Music
Hall just about enjoyed every minute of it.

Mostly men in their mid-twenties who went to relive their teens
made up the audience but with a resurgence in pop-punk
hitting the airwaves with bands like the All American Rejects
and even Blink 182 putting out new albums, there was a
genuine showing of teenage girls rocking giant X’s across
their drinking hands. The mosh pits and crowd surfing might
have been gone from their earlier years but the audience
brought the excitement despite the music hall’s notorious
awful acoustics.

 The band may still have a few things to work out as they have
had a rocky past filled with swapping out band members and
of course the almost five-year hiatus. In Currents appears to
be a step in the right direction though with keeping their same
sound and bringing back in the fans that adored them. If
you’ve been longing for this record for the past five years, I’m
sure this is exactly what you were looking for.

If you’re new to The Early November scene however, I would
test a few tracks before diving in and buying it. Take a listen
on this page and let us know what you think.

Article By: Teresa Reilly
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If you visit The Spring Standard’s website, you’ll see just a
long list of tour dates. The band has hit the country, gathering
a steady stream of fans with their upbeat rock tunes. Their
hooks are catchy and as soon as they took the stage, my
friend turned to me and said, “oh! I like them!” before a chord
was even played.

They appear to be down-to-Earth musicians who have an ear
for what makes a good song. About a month ago I came
across their tune “Here We Go” and immediately put it into
rotation on my iPod. It has that cheery disposition I tend to
love in songs mixed with guitar riffs that I love even more. All
that plus a touch of edge in James Smith’s voice

When I heard they’d be making a trip down the road at TT the
Bear’s, I made sure to put it on my list as I couldn’t wait to
hear just a little bit more from this band and in particular, from
Smith. When I showed up and they started playing, I got so
much more.

All three members of the band (James Cleare, Heather Robb,
and James Smith) took turns trading off the microphone and
they all had incredible and unique voices that complimented
each other and worked to create a truly nice harmony with a
bit of variety. It’s increasingly rare to find a band where all
members contribute equally. It adds to that overall sense of
likability.

It was refreshing to sit through a concert where the artists had
no ego and the fans were there just to enjoy some genuine
music. So check out the song and if you agree, I’m sure a
tour stop is just around the corner!
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In the summer of 2003 I sat down with a shy, slightly awkward
19 year-old bleach-blonde lead singer who was starting to get
his taste of fame while on the Warped Tour. He stared down at
his hands the majority of the time and provided humble and
short answers to my long-winded questions. His on-stage
presence was a bit more confident but still reflected that
unassuming boy.

Over nine years later, I watched the matured Kenny Vasoli
assertively take the stage and with the same great pop-punk
voice, get the entire sold-out Paradise amped as The Starting
Line brought their reunion tour to Boston.

Spending the entire first 45 minutes playing straight through
their 2002 album, “Say It Like You Mean It”, the crowd was
quite literally screaming every word. The 16 year-old version of
these 26 year-olds was out in full force as they, like myself,
relived many a high-school moment. As soon as the opening
cords of “Up and Go” were let loose, the energy swept across
the 900+ attendees. Then as their hit single “The Best of Me”
began to play, friends (girls and guys alike) shrieked, high-fived
and/or hugged, and sang along with everything they had.

A lot has changed in nearly ten years but somehow The
Starting Line has come back from their hiatus better than ever.
An excitement for performing that I didn’t notice years ago was
forefront. I suppose rapidly selling out a series of shows after
not touring for a while will do that to a band. Hopefully this isn’t
their last good-bye.

Article By: Teresa Reilly
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Another summer brings another Warped Tour full of
eye-opening experiences that give just a glimpse into the
ever-charging landscape of popular music. This year more than
ever.
While I envision the tour to be more about pop-punk music like
Fall Out Boy, the Starting Line and Blink 182, it has adapted to
the wants of its audience and acts like Machine Gun Kelly, a 22
year-old rapper from Ohio, take main stage and crowd surf over
their jam-packed audience. It’s not a bad thing, it’s just
different.

I was able to catch Breathe Carolina, a duo that is best known
for their party song “Blackout”. Their energy was magnetic and
casual observers clamored up onto chairs to rock out to a
series of heavy drinking songs. Hundreds of shirtless teenage
boys pounded their fists into the air while singing about how, in
a few years, they are totally getting wasting in Vegas. But to
Breathe Carolina’s credit, their performance is unique. Half
hip-hop and half rock to that extent isn’t an easy
accomplishment but they made it seamless and had the crowd
half head-banging and half club dancing.

There were a few unmemorable bands in-between but mostly
my focus was on Taking Back Sunday - the veterans to the tour
and the guys, to my mind, who felt the most like the old days.
With long, grungy hair and a full beard, Adam Lazzara looked
nothing like his former self but owned the stage. He stood and
held every note with pure confidence, just asking his followers
to scream it back at him. With a mix of success in their past,
the band struggled with the crowd wavering after a long day in
the sun through batches of songs they weren’t too sure about
but the band squeezed every last bit of energy out of them as
 the solid drum beats penetrated.

So as much as the Warped Tour has changed, the most
important aspect remains: an abundance of music for cheap.
It’s a place for teenagers to gather in the sun and dirt to rock
out to a wide selection of whatever they’re into. And for that, it
will continue to be one of my favorite summer shows.

Article and Photos By: Teresa Reilly
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